BLACKFINCH ADAPT IHT PORTFOLIOS
UNDERLYING COMPANIES UPDATE MARCH 2020
The companies underlying the Adapt IHT Portfolios are well positioned to deal with
market volatility such as that shown by the recent coronavirus outbreak. Our portfolio
firms trade in underlying real assets, covering renewable energy generation, property
development lending and asset-backed finance. The focus on real assets brings an
advantage in this environment, through reduced volatility, as each company looks for
long-term stable returns.
The renewable energy returns have 75% of their income protected by inflation-backed
government subsidies and are only exposed to the safest assets covering solar and wind.
The development lending business have average loans to values (LTVs) of 53%, while the
asset-backed lending book is at an average of 59%. This means that in both cases there
is a significant buffer to protect investors’ capital.
The trading companies remain open for business and can now capitalise on new
opportunities in these specialised markets. This is while applying enhanced contingency
measures as part of their robust processes, to ensure quality risk-adjusted returns for
their investors.

SEDGWICK TRADING
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Sedgwick Trading continues to provide safe, secure and predictable revenues for
investors, with 75% of total revenues underpinned by a government-backed and
index-linked annual subsidy. It currently owns and operates an energy portfolio with a
total generation capacity of nearly 50MW. This covers ground-mounted solar sites, a large
commercial rooftop portfolio across multiple sites and operational onshore wind farms. With
investments in real assets which are uncorrelated with the stock market, it is shielded from
the recent volatility seen in equity markets created by the coronavirus pandemic.
Furthermore, despite the uncertainty within the wider global economy, Sedgwick is
perfectly poised to continue to grow. Within this area of the market, we have seen a pick-up
in activity and are currently reviewing many attractive new investment opportunities. Hence
the immediate outlook is very positive.
The portfolios benefit from technological diversification across projects with a sustainable
revenue stream throughout the year reducing seasonal impact.

SEDGWICK TRADING
Uncorrelated with the Stock Market

Strong Capital Preservation

Energy portfolio consists of real assets which are uncorrelated

75% of the portfolio’s total annual revenues are underpinned by a

with the stock market and recent volatility seen in equity markets.

government-backed, index-linked subsidy. Consequently, its revenue
is relatively unaffected by the performance of the wider economy.

Geographical Diversification
Portfolio is geographically diversified across the entire UK with

Prices Fixed

45 separate installations, helping to ensure stability in revenues.

For the remaining 25% of revenues which are exposed to movements
in wholesale electricity prices, Sedgwick has fixed its energy prices
until April 2021.

Technological Diversification
Portfolio benefits from technological diversification across solar and
wind with no exposure to riskier technologies such as biomass,

Green Credentials

anaerobic digestion or batteries.

Current electricity generation from the portfolio is about 79,915MWh
p.a. which is enough to power about 21,250 houses and save about
33,800 tonnes of CO2 p.a.

wealth preservation, our top priority

LYELL TRADING
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
WEIGHTED LYELL DEBT STACK
Lyell Trading currently has an average LTV of only 53% making it well
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placed to deal with the current market conditions.
Furthermore, Lyell is still very much open for new property development
lending business. We are targeting new deals, taking a longer-term approach
to lending. As other lenders are not looking to underwrite new lending, we
have seen a significant number of lucrative opportunities.
Led by Blackfinch’s in-house property lending division, and with less
competition, our pipeline of deals has increased further. This means that we
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can secure higher rates at lower LTV ratios, often with developments not set
to complete for 18-24 months.
20%

For new loans we will ensure that on top of our already rigorous due
diligence process and contingency measures, we factor in an additional
contingency for a nine-month build delay and a six-month sales delay to
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ensure conservatism.
Typical borrower equity
First charge debt – Lyell

LYELL TRADING
Uncorrelated with the Stock Market

Strong Legal Due Diligence

Loans underwritten against UK property market. It is more tied

Bespoke loan and security documentation is put in place on every

into long-term supply and demand and market fundamentals than

deal by our specialist in-house finance and property lawyers. They

listed securities so investments won’t fluctuate due to short-term

are supported by a panel of external solicitors providing reports and

market sentiment.

certificates on which we can rely.

Geographically Diverse Loan Book

Experienced Borrowers with Personal Guarantees

Loans spread across a range of cities nationwide.

Lyell targets borrowers that are experienced developers providing a
personal guarantee of their net worth, in effect promising to repay the
loan from their own funds in the unlikely event of asset failure.

Expert Advisers Monitoring Sites
Specialised surveyors continue to monitor progress and compliance
on all development sites along with experienced team members.

Commercial Loan Terms
Our team fully models and tailors each loan according to the specific
circumstances of the property, borrower and development. Specific
milestones and special conditions are added for further commercial
protection and de-risking.

new deals at higher rates

HENSLOW TRADING
ASSET-BACKED FINANCE
WEIGHTED HENSLOW DEBT STACK
Henslow Trading currently has an average LTV of only 59%, making it well
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placed to deal with the current market conditions. Henslow is in the business
of underwriting conservative asset-backed finance for property deals. That still
applies in the current climate.
Led by Blackfinch’s in-house property lending division, a robust due diligence
process is performed on every new loan. We will be building in new ‘stresstests’ to ensure that every new deal can withstand an extra six months on top
of what we would usually assess to be a prudent sales or refinance period.

40%

We will also ensure that the security we take stands up even in a negative
economic environment. This includes completed residential units in prime
locations which can be held and managed until a more positive outlook exists.
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Typical borrower equity
First charge debt – Henslow

HENSLOW TRADING
Uncorrelated with the Stock Market

Strong Legal Due Diligence

Loans underwritten against UK property market. It is more tied

Bespoke loan and security documentation is put in place on every

into long-term supply and demand and market fundamentals than

deal by our specialist in-house finance and property lawyers. They

listed securities so investments won’t fluctuate due to short-term

are supported by a panel of external solicitors providing reports and

market sentiment.

certificates of title on which we can rely.

Geographically Diverse Loan Book

Personal Guarantees

Loans spread across a range of cities nationwide.

Henslow has personal guarantees on the majority of its deals, bringing
additional security. Each is, in effect, an individual promising to repay a

Underlying Income or Potential Income

portion of the loan in the unlikely event of the asset the loan is secured

In many cases our asset-backed loans are secured against

against failing to cover the loan.

income-producing businesses or leases. This means that even
in the event of a default we have access to a source of income

Specialist Asset Management

to cover any interest.

Our team has a diverse background in terms of skills, experience and
contacts should a borrower need to change strategy. As a last recourse
we are happy to manage assets through to exit, enhancing value if a
borrower has not.

enhanced processes for
long-term opportunities

Important Information: Capital at risk.
Blackfinch Investments Limited is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA number 153860).
Registered address: 1350-1360 Montpellier Court, Gloucester
Business Park, Gloucester, GL3 4AH. Registered in England
and Wales company number 02705948. This document is for
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